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NATURE OF SPIRITUAL CREATION

WHAT WERE THEY FIGHTING ABOUT?: A REVIEW OF
THE ARGUMENT OVER THE NATURE OF SPIRITUAL
CREATION†

Alfred Acton*

In the early part of this century at the height of the controversy
concerning the bodies of spirits and men Mr. John Pitcairn is reported to
have been seen leaving my grandfather’s, Alfred Acton’s, office shaking
his fist and shouting “You’ll rot in hell for those views!” This incident
serves to reflect the general mood of people at the turn of the century. How
had they arrived at such a position of confrontation?

To set the stage look at the True Christian Religion number 33 which in
part says, “But from what has been shown in my works concerning the
creation…” In all English translations the “my works” phrase is given in
lower case. However in the first edition it is all upper case—OPERIBUS
MEIS. In this number, also in upper case, two books of the Writings are
cited—THE DIVINE LOVE AND WISDOM, and THE INTERCOURSE OF
THE SOUL AND THE BODY. As we know, Swedenborg uses capital
letters somewhat sporadically, but when he is referring to a specific book
the entire book is in capitals. In Swedenborg’s edition of The True Christian
Religion no corrections are made to this number. Is OPERIBUS MEIS
referring to a single book, an Opera, as indicated by the use of capital
letters, and if so what book? In a computer (STAIRS) search I found the
phrase “my work(s)” used nowhere else in the Writings. Nor do I believe
Swedenborg saw the Writings themselves as his books. They were the
Lord’s. Why then does he here and only here refer to “My Opera”? The
title page of the volumes containing Swedenborg’s Principia, his published
work on creation, reads, “EMANUELIS SWEDENBORGII, OPERA
PHILOSOPHICA ET MINERALIA. TRES TOMI.” Does Swedenborg be-

† Late in the 1890s with reawakened interest in Swedenborg's pre-Theological scientific
and philosophical works, a debate arose as to how Swedenborg's own cosmology related to
statements of his revelatory Theological works. Among the protagonists were Rev. Alfred
Acton and Mr. John Pitcairn and others mentioned in this article.

* Rev. Alfred Acton teaches religion philosophy and theology at the Academy of the New
Church College and Theological School. Address for reprints: Box 717, Bryn Athyn, PA 19009.
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lieve this set of three tomes to be his Opera on creation? Is this the book
referred to in The True Christian Religion 33? The description of what
Swedenborg’s Opera on creation is about does not seem to coincide with
what is said in the Principia. “God first finited His infinity, by substances
emitted from Himself, from which existed His proximate encompassing
sphere which makes the sun of the spiritual world; and that afterward by
means of that sun He perfected other encompassing spheres, even to the
last, which consists of things quiescent; and that thus by means of degrees,
He made the world more and more finite.” The spiritual sun is not men-
tioned in the Principia. Or is it? The implications of Swedenborg referring
to one of his earlier works in the Writings are dramatic in relation to our
understanding of the nature of his theological writings. But we should at
least consider the possibility that “OPERIBUS MEIS” is the Principia. The
argument under review in a sense hinges on this consideration although
no one at the time pointed out the capital letter issue I have just noted. So
far as I know that is my own observation. Still, as we shall see, whether or
not the Principia can be applied to spiritual creation was a matter of debate.

Turn now to the Principia itself. The chart on page 45 (Diagram 1)
illustrates the Principia view of creation. We see how a series of finites and
actives combine to form five specific elements beginning with a First
Natural Point. Does the word “natural” here mean natural, or does it in
fact mean finite which could be a spiritual entity?

In the work on the Infinite written the same year as the Principia
Swedenborg offers the following definition of the word natural.

Let us now define the meaning of the terms natural and
divine, as contradistinguished from each other; for some mistake
the divine for the natural, and some, on the other hand, the natural
for the divine. In general by natural or material we mean all that of
which we see the effect in nature, and likewise the cause, instru-
ments, or means. In my judgment all that exists from the primitive
seed of nature to her largest compound including the whole world
with all its parts, and the origin and motion of its parts, and the
innumerable modes proceeding therefrom, in a word, the totality
of the finite sphere, all—all is natural. But yet there is nothing
natural but is divine. The only difference is that the primitive is
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made natural by God immediately, while the other substances
successively arising and subsisting from it, are made so medi-
ately.1

By way of further definition and also illustrating something as to the
use of terms by Swedenborg as well as his view of providence, Sweden-
borg also notes the following in the Infinite.

God is infinite. And surely you neither can nor dare deny it. If
He is infinite, then all things were present to Him that are future to
us. For can any thing be predicated of the infinite in a finite sense?
Is not that then present in Him which is successive or future in
time? If in His infinity He has foreseen all things, has He not also
provided all things? In the Infinite, providence cannot be distin-
guished from pre-vision. If the providence followed the pre-vi-
sion, what would become of the infinity? If He, the Infinite, operated
and provided successively and in time with a constant substitu-
tion of new acts according to events, and if He must wait for the
events before He knew what they would be, or whether they
would happen, or not—if this were the case, we again say, what
would become of His infinity? If providence is successive, like
time, where is the infinite? Succession itself is an implied condi-
tion of the finite. Seeing therefore that God is infinite, why should
we seek to limit Him by time, chance, or any other predicament
whatever that would necessarily involve the existence of finite-
ness in His essence? If all things are realized simultaneously that
will ever be realized in time, is not the infinite manifested here? If
we admit that His foresight and providence are instantaneous and
coincident, is not this identical with declaring that He foresaw and
provided in time? In respect to us it is assuredly so; for all things
appear finite and successive to those who are finite, and live in
time. Therefore what happens after a finite manner, and in time, is
relative to us; but is not similarly relative to the Infinite. We agree

1 Swedenborg, The Infinite and Final Cause of Creation, Boston 1848, Wilkinson translation,
p 40.
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then thus far that pre-vision and providence do exist; but we differ
here, that in my opinion these are infinite; while according to the
other opinion, somewhat of the finite is involved in the infinite.
Therefore perhaps the whole discrepancy is a matter of words and
not of understanding.2

Again in the same work Swedenborg discusses the question, “When
did the Infinite originate?”

And if again it be asked, When the Infinite originated? the
same answer must be given, viz., that the infinite is infinite in
point of time also. If infinite in one thing, it cannot be finite in
another. In time as well as in space and extension, there is a
greatest and a least; in time, as well as in motion or velocity, there
are succession, degrees, and moments. Indeed, finites cannot be
called finite unless under the relations of time and succession. Of
the pure simple, as not being finite, neither time nor succession
can be predicated; but with respect to origin it is regarded as
instantaneous; yet still not eternal, but in a manner, before time.3

Is this a finite bound by time before time? Is the spiritual world “under the
relations of time and succession” and so finite by this definition, or not?
These questions are also a part of the debate.

Swedenborg’s pre-Theological works did not become a matter of
intense study in the church until the beginning of our century, the first
volume of the The New Philosophy appearing in 1899. My grandfather, Carl
Theophilus Odhner, named his children after what he believed to be the
state of the church at the time of their birth. Accordingly my mother, born
in 1903, became Doris Renee, a gift reborn, in acknowledgement of the
reawakened interest in Swedenborg’s pre-Theological works.

One reason for this awakening was the work of a woman, Lillian G.
Beekman. Miss Beekman as she was called, although she had been mar-
ried and left her doctor husband after he aborted their child, came to Bryn

2 Ibid. p. 27.
3 Ibid. p. 15-16.
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Athyn in the early 1900s at the expense of Mr. John Pitcairn who recog-
nized her intellect. Under the leadership of Bishop W. F. Pendleton, then
Dean of the Academy Theological School as well as executive Bishop, Miss
Beekman became an instructor in the Theological School. Her students
included George DeCharms and Hugo Lj. Odhner. I remember my uncle
Hugo describing her as a poor teacher. She tolerated no questions from her
students preferring to go on and on with her lectures. In 1907 Miss Beekman
under the auspices of the Academy Book Room published a book entitled,
Outlines of Swedenborg’s Cosmology. Diagram 2 (page 49) illustrates how
she applied the Principia concept of creation to both spiritual and natural
creation.

With this publication arguments began. Was this kind of application
valid? Miss Beekman went on to publish other manuscripts, the last one
being her Return Kingdom which was at first published seriatim in New
Church Life, then being jointly edited by both my grandfathers, Alfred
Acton and C. Th. Odhner. These gentlemen violently disagreed as to Miss
Beekman’s work. Alfred Acton resigned as an editor, leaving C. Th. Odhner
in charge. Although the final chapter in the Life of the Return Kingdom
was published with the words, “to be continued” at the end, the book was
soon published as a whole with this chapter as the concluding one, but
without the words “to be continued.” As the controversy became hotter
Miss Beekman added still more fuel to the fire by resigning from the
General Church stating that she simply did not believe the Writings were a
revelation. Had not the Writings warned us about women authoresses
(See C.L. 175)? For a time Miss Beekman was in a Catholic convent but she
ended her days in Atlantic City, New Jersey. Alfred Acton performed her
funeral at her request. He also published a biography of Miss Beekman in
The New Philosophy in the early 1950s.4

With Miss Beekman’s defection the argument might have ended ex-
cept that Rey Gill, Alfred Acton and Dr. E. Iungerich took up where she
had left off. Mr. Acton continued to credit Miss Beekman for her contribu-
tion to his thought which served to exacerbate the situation.

In 1914 the Academy Book Room published Mr. Acton’s book, The

4 The first installment of this biography appeared in the July 1953 issue page 88
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Nature of the Spiritual World, which served to clarify his view that the
Principia concept did incorporate both spiritual and natural creation. Dia-
gram 3 (page 51) illustrates how he pictured this application. Mr. Acton in
his book said,

Let this teaching be clear and explicit. The “purest things of na-
ture”—those purest things which by successive creation have
risen up from the ultimate world—these are the spiritual body,
the body of man’s spirit, formed and fashioned by himself either
co-operating with the Lord or acting against the Lord. These are
the “ultimate spiritual,” called the “spiritual natural” which may
or may not be separated from “its superior” which is the spiritual
itself that proceeds from the Sun of Life. In the formation of these
substances by the Lord lie heavenly gifts and heavenly happiness,
and in their formation by man alone, lies the rise of evil (DLW
373)…

Organics constitute the bodies of spirits (AC 1378, 2487; DLW
192, 316)…

Now “organ” or “organic” can be predicated only of natural
substances, or the substances of nature, for these alone can be
organically receptive of life in such way that they can reflect it or
pervert. Spiritual substances proper are the living active finites
which are produced by the Creator as means for the creation of
matter. But these cannot be perverted; nor can they operate except
as finitions of proceeding Divine Life. The organic begins with
matter within which is spiritual substance; and the purer the
matter, the more it removes itself from inertness, the more nearly
it becomes “the purest things of nature,” so much the more may it
become expressive and exponent of the living activities of spiri-
tual substance…The spiritual substances of which man is com-
posed are those spiritual substances which are within his natural
substances—substances which constitute those superior degrees
in which the Lord dwells, and which cannot be perverted.5

5 Alfred Acton. The Nature of the Spiritual World, Academy Book Room, 1914, p 171-2
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The feature article in the November 1914 New Church Life was a
response to the Acton-Beekman position by C. Th. Odhner entitled “Cre-
ation in the Spiritual World.” Mr. Odhner outlines his study with num-
bered paragraphs which he then discusses. I quote here those headings
which I think are the most relevant.

8. That there is such an ultimate spiritual substance—an inert
substance from a spiritual origin—a substance at rest but not
fixed—is a fact in complete harmony with Swedenborg’s philo-
sophical teachings in the Principia concerning the origin and na-
ture of the “Third Finite or Substantial”…

9. This first inert or quiescent substance, which is the lowest of
the spiritual substances and the highest of natural substances, is in
the Writings termed “the ultimate spiritual” or “the spiritual natu-
ral.” In the Preparatory works it is sometimes called “the prince of
this world” because, being in itself inert, passive and resisting, it
can be separated from the higher spiritual substances, and can be
turned into evil forms and uses…

10. This ultimate spiritual substance forms the earths and
lands in the spiritual world—‘earths from a spiritual origin,’ upon
which spirits and angels dwell…

13. This ultimate spiritual substance, which serves as earth or
soil in the spiritual world, is the passive and re-active basis upon
which and out of which organic spiritual forms are created.

Many other ministers and laymen entered into the discussion which
became more and more heated until in 1915 the issue was brought to the
Joint Council.6 The Journal of that meeting was published “for private
circulation.” Before publication all speakers were given the opportunity to
edit their remarks. The Journal has a detailed table of contents parts of
which I quote here omitting the page references to the Journal itself.

6 The Journal of the Joint Council contains a Bibliography citing 67 different books,
articles, addresses, discussion of addresses, letters and replies to letters with the names of
about 27 different contributors all relating to the subject.
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Mr. Walter C. Childs. Disturbance originating in Miss Beekman’s
views. Miss Beekman has awakened interest in scientific and
philosophic works of Swedenborg. State of anxiety caused by
Miss Beekman’s leadership in scientific, philosophic, and even
theological and spiritual matters. Miss Beekman’s revolutionary
theory does not involve mere speculation but is denial of clear
teachings of the Writings. Illustrations. Danger of denial that the
Writings are a rational revelation requiring no further revelation
or interpretation. Comment upon disturbing doctrines relative to
Holy Supper. (Miss Beekman had suggested that a Divine limbus
actually imbued the elements of the Sacrament when blessed.) A
judgment involved in Miss Beekman’s note of resignation. Com-
ment upon Miss Beekman’s reasons for her resignation. Appeal to
those who have been influenced by Miss Beekman to give un-
prejudiced consideration to facts disclosed by recent judgment.

Mr. Raymond Pitcairn. Mr. Acton’s theory similar to Miss
Beekman’s theory and to Mr. Rey Gill’s views. Confusion in
speaker’s mind resulting from reading of Mr. Acton’s book. Mr.
Acton’s affirmation that spiritual body more real than natural
body not satisfying. Mr. Acton’s adherents not agreed among
themselves. Difficulty of understanding apathy on subject of na-
ture of spiritual body. Importance of obtaining concise statement
of Mr. Acton’s views. Necessity for impartial study of Writings.
The personal equation cannot be ignored.

Rev. E. E. Iungerich. Need for challenging what is incorrect.
The kidney function in Church. Injustice of attributing to others
denial of fundamental truths of doctrine. Blindness resulting from
atmosphere of the opposite. Speaker’s op-position to Catholic
doctrine relative to transubstantiation. Remarks upon nature of
spiritual substance. The spiritual in the presence of the Lord.
There are no receptive organs under the sun of spiritual world.
Existence of two creations: One is created universe which is natu-
ral, and the other the Lord’s activity and operation through that
universe, or what we call the spiritual and celestial. Reasons for
the appearance of idealism.
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Rev. Alfred Acton. Comment upon effect of Miss Beekman’s
withdrawal from Church. Speaker’s inability to accept her teach-
ings relative to the Holy Supper. Miss Beekman’s writings must
be judged on their own merits. Comment upon motives which
have induced controversialists to attribute speaker’s views to Miss
Beekman’s teachings. While recognizing indebtedness to Miss
Beekman, the book on THE NATURE OF THE SPIRITUAL
WORLD not written under her influence. The book not founded
upon the Scientific Works but upon the Writings. The Scientific
Works not the law and authority for the New Church. Comment
upon correctness of the Scientific Works. Miss Beekman’s inspira-
tion to study of the Scientific Works. Comment upon agreement of
the Scientific Works and the Writings. Regret that readers of his
book have been confused. Entrance into deeper aspects of doc-
trine results in discovery of a great deal of lack of clearness and of
differences of views. Illustrations. Prevalence of destructive criti-
cism and lack of agreement among the critics. Reasons for not
participating in the controversy in LIFE are that there is little
gained in a spirit of controversy and that there is danger of a
disturbance of state of Church.

Summary of speaker’s conception of spiritual world. Spiritual
substance is without space and time and is the finition of the
Divine Substance. Spiritual substance present in the three king-
doms of nature, and especially in man. Spiritual substance pre-
sents itself in its organisms not as the actual, finite, substance, but
as uses, affections, love and wisdom. Necessity for spiritual sub-
stance being clothed with finite substances which are yet in space
and time. The Writings do not teach that there is in spiritual world
an actual expansion or extension of time and space. Spiritual
substances nevertheless the only real substances, although they
can be seen only with the rational mind. Critics say little about
general obscurity which exists concerning spiritual world. The
distinctive doctrine of New Church concerning spiritual world is
not the fact of reality of that world but nature of the reality.
Speaker’s repetition of statement of his belief in reality of spiritual
world.
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Inquiry as to why the church has been much disturbed if there
is no truth in the speaker’s position. Critics have made little effort
to reconcile passages apparently contradictory. Existing distur-
bances will be removed by introduction of a sphere of serenity
and by greater charity.

Rev. Homer Synnestvedt. The controversy over the bodies of
spirits merely incidental. Real disturbance due to a persuasive
sphere of sensual thought. Miss Beekman’s persuasive influence,
especially with relation to Holy Supper. Need for recognition of
fallibility of priesthood. Need for repentance and humility. Sub-
jection of the Academy to persuasive influence of Miss Beekman.
Former subjection of the Academy to the persuasive influence of
Bishop Benade. Existence of false state of security. Dangerous
tendency to make all teachings of the Writings agree with Miss
Beekman’s teaching. Appeal to all persons to examine any suspi-
cion that they have been under a similar persuasive influence.
Miss Beekman’s views culminated in openly Romish conclusions
nearly two years ago…

Encouragement in Mr. C. R. Pendleton’s presentation. Former
sympathy of speaker with attitude of those failing to understand
the excitement in Church, dispelled by reading Miss Beekman’s
statement that Swedenborg’s little subjective experiences always
were by her considered as a joke. Necessity for challenging vari-
ous positions formerly held. Discussion as to the nature of the soul
and as to the nature of the Divine incarnation with respect to the
ultimates of nature. The Church is at fundamental variance on the
subject of the Divine Human of the Lord. Suggestion that state be
remedied by abandoning controversy and studying subject qui-
etly.

Such was the state of affairs in 1915 at which time Bishop N. D.
Pendleton prevailed upon the major protagonists—Acton and Odhner—
to let the matter rest. I have in my possession a letter from C. Th. Odhner
noting this fact but also observing that “he had heard no words of recanta-
tion from Alfred.” Mr. Odhner died in 1918 but his position, greatly
enhanced, was taken up by his nephew Rev. Dr. Hugo Lj. Odhner. Al-
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though Dr. Odhner’s position did not appear in book form until 1964, it is
in that book where it is most clearly stated.7 Diagram 4 (page 57) taken
from the preface to Dr. Odhner’s book illustrates his position. Note that he
sees conatus (the essence of what is spiritual?) forming itself into the First
Natural Point. But hear his own words:

We conclude then, that there are spiritual ultimates, or sub-
stances at rest, which are terminations of every degree and series
of spiritual things. But let us here note the principle that the
ultimates of one order can become the primes (or firsts) of another
order. It is in this sense, that it is said quite definitely that the
spiritual or “substantial” is the beginning (initia) of material things
and that “the substantial is the primitive of the material.” “The
natural draws its origin from the spiritual, and in its existence it is
nothing other than congeries congregated out of spiritual things.”
There is nothing in nature which is spiritual. Yet it may be said of
nature that “its essence out of which it comes forth (existit) is the
spiritual…”

From this it would seem to follow that natural creation is the
by-product of spiritual creations; or that the ultimates of the spiri-
tual realm, by a new creative direction, become the substantial
cause and thus the “primitives” of a lower type connection by
surrounding atmospheres; thirdly, that they are accommodated
for producing all uses in their forms.

If we may here invoke the principle that “all creation is ef-
fected in ultimates,” or that “all Divine operation extends to ulti-
mates, and therein creates and operates,” it may be seen that no
new discrete degree can be derived until the prior degree, by
continuous decrease, becomes a plane or ultimate from or in
which a new creative action may commence. On such a premise
we assume that the substance of the Spiritual Sun formed such a
plane of relative inactivity, before the first spiritual atmosphere
could be formed; and that first atmosphere likewise in its ultimate

7 See Odhner, Hugo Lj., CREATION—Doctrinal Essays, Academy Publication Committee,
Bryn Athyn, Pennsylvania, 1964
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formed the plane for the creation of the second, and so on until the
ultimates of each degree had been formed.8

To illustrate that the debate by the 1920s had its humorous side I quote
here a poem by Rev. Vincent C. Odhner (C. Th. Odhner’s son and Hugo’s
cousin, but a supporter of what by this time was called the Acton position).
Can the spiritual—conatus—become natural if there is no finite ratio
between the two?

There was a conatus who had a great urge
A conatusy urge had he
To find out just how a conatus can merge
With a natural point and be.

Said he, My conatusy home I must leave
And sail for the vorticies sea.
Conatusy sisters and brothers don’t grieve,
Ill bring back some finites for ye.

So he packed a conatusy rod, reel and line—
A conatusy boat took he,
And set forth upon the conatusy brine
With hope and conatusy glee—

(Refrain)

But try as he might
To hook a finite
He soon found the points
Could not possibly bite
Because his conatusy bait was too light
To be seen in a natural sea.9

8 Ibid. pages 57,58. I have not included in this citation the many references given by Dr.
Odhner to support his position. All quotations by him are properly footnoted.

9 The poem is in my private collection of V. C. Odhner's poetry and songs.
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For a more serious contrast between the two positions as they had
developed see the The New Philosophy 1940 pages 289-292 and 364-367. Dr.
Acton here is allowing for an uncreate finite spiritual substance which is
an activity, while Dr. Odhner maintains an uncreate finite is impossible.
The exchange between the two men gives a short summary of their differ-
ent understandings of the same passages in the Writings.

The debate continued. In 1956, the year Dr. Acton died, the Rev. Elmo
C. Acton (Alfred’s son) delivered a paper on “The Human Soul or Spirit”
to the General Assembly held in London. In his paper Mr. Acton stated
that the soul needed its natural degree, the limbus, for its finition. In the
discussion which followed Mr. Harold F. Pitcairn, a long time supporter of
the Odhner position, asked Mr. Acton “[i]f he considers that there is a
substance that is not Divine and at the same time has no space-qualifica-
tions.” He continued, “The reason I ask this question is that I presume that
all New Church men will agree, and would unqualifiedly say ‘yes’ if you
ask them, ‘Is there a spiritual substance?’ Now, if spiritual substance is
defined only as the ‘inflowing life of the Lord’ (which is sometimes done),
then to my mind that is not a ‘substance’…Therefore, to my mind, unless
we have a substance which is devoid of spatial qualifications, and which is
therefore capable of receiving the Lord’s inflowing life on that plane of
love and wisdom, I do not understand what the Writings mean by spiri-
tual substance.”

In reply to Mr. Pitcairn’s question Mr. Acton said, “If he insists on a
direct answer, I think I would have to say, No.”

Following Mr. Pitcairn’s remarks Dr. Odhner took the floor saying,

I have a point of view to offer which differs in some respects from
that of the speaker…A.C. 1999, emphasizes that aspect. For the
statement is there made that there is a ‘heaven of human internals’
above all the angelic heavens. This sharpens the picture of my
concept of the spirit of man. There are indeed three degrees of the
soul, but this inmost human internal is really above these three
degrees of the personal soul of man.

The three degrees of the soul or spirit which are called “the
celestial mind,” “the spiritual mind” and “the natural mind” are
all of them planes of personal consciousness. They represent the
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reciprocal reception of the Divine life, and are, if you please, that
spiritual organism through which the Lord’s life can operate and
which can in turn respond to it. And as I read the Writings, I find
that this spirit of man with its threefold degrees is a spiritual
substance which has a spiritual extension and limitation. The
three minds, or internal degrees which live after death, have an
extension which as we find in our own minds, an extension of love
and wisdom, of knowledge, and extension of states, which to-
gether compose the sum total of man’s personality.10

Can there be extension outside of space?
In 1962 yet another voice was heard in this ongoing debate. Dr.

Charles Rittenhouse Pendleton in that year published his pamphlet, “Space
and Extense in the Spiritual World.” Dr. Pendleton begins his work by
outlining the problem. He notes six sets of passages which demonstrate
that the spiritual world is extended. He continues:

IX. A BRIEF EXPLANATION

These six proofs demonstrate beyond question that the spiri-
tual world is extended. There is no way to avoid them. On the
other hand, there is no way to escape from the many statements
that there is no space in that world. Neither group should be
ignored—not even attenuated—if a proper understanding of the
Writings is to be obtained and the true nature of the spiritual
world is to be understood.

The explanation that Swedenborg changed his mind as he
matured is inadequate, because these two sets of contradictory
statements start with the Spiritual Diary and the Arcana Celestia,
continue throughout the Writings and reach a climax in the True
Christian Religion.

The frequency of these two contradictory statements in the
Writings shows a certain consistency in Swedenborg’s ideas; and

10 See New Church Life 1956, pages 509-513.
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if this is true, both must be necessary to reveal the actual substan-
tial nature of the other world. Consequently there must be some
simple explanation which will resolve this surprising contradic-
tion.

The explanation would seem to be that the words “time,”
“space,” and “extense” in Swedenborg’s works do not have the
meanings which we give them today—that these words in Swe-
denborg, have meanings which are subtly different from our mean-
ings, with the result that they sometimes produce these apparent
contradictions. This seems to be demonstrated by the fact that
Swedenborg never seems to notice these contradictions and never
offers any explanation for them.

After a full demonstration of this brief explanation Dr. Pendleton
concludes :

If this appeal to different meanings of the same words seems
arbitrary and unjustified, consider the nature of human language;
there are not nearly enough words to express our ideas, so many
words have double and even multiple meanings. The word time
for example has nine meanings. The noun space is given six
meanings in our dictionaries, two of which are the meanings
referred to just above. And the noun extension is given three
meanings, only one of which is used above, so that one of
Swedenborg’s meanings has been lost. Certain it is that words in
Swedenborg’s day must have had multiple meanings, for there
are many more words in the modern English language than there
were in Swedenborg’s Latin.

So the appeal to multiple meanings has good grounds to
support it; and the best of these is that it explains a number of
apparent contradictions in the Writings which have not been
explained in any other way. Multiple meanings of words must be
the explanation, because Swedenborg otherwise would contradict
himself without ever seeming to notice the contradiction. He did
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not notice the contradiction—just as we do not today with our
multiple meanings—because there was no contradiction.11

From this brief review I hope it becomes clear as to what the fuss was
all about. But, of course, the purpose of this review was not simply to
outline the problem all the different authors tried to solve. Instead it was to
lay the groundwork for a second article in which I shall propose what I
think is a different answer to the problem. 

11 Pendleton, Charles R., Space and Extense in the Spiritual World, Bryn Athyn Pa., 1962, pp.
20, 21, 65.
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